Introducing Spirent TestCenter IQ

Reduce testing complexity, accelerate design, development, and deployment. Gain insights into dynamic behavior of system under test.
**Historical Time Series Data:** Customizable Time Series charts, overlaid with Events, provide correlation between real-time metrics and system events, allowing rapid debugging of problems and accelerating development. Compare test results across multiple test runs over time for in-depth analysis.

**Intuitive Reporting:** High performance database underneath a modern web user interface processes millions of real-time results to validate tests, identify problems, and provide customizable reports, dynamically filtering data to display the results that matter.

**Correlated Data & Control Plane Events:** Dramatically simplified troubleshooting with real time correlated data plane and control plane values displayed in a single table. With more coverage and information, users can answer questions faster in a single test run, where multiple runs are necessary with other tools.

**Actionable Analytics:** User definable Health Indicator views provide real-time health monitoring and error isolation capability that allows users to quickly pinpoint errors from millions of data points, even in the most complex test configurations.